Complaint of Vicious/Barking Dog(s)
MGL Chapter 140, Section 157

To: The Selectboard of the Town of Northfield        Date: _________________

I hereby make complaint as follows, that a dog or dogs owned and harbored by:

Name
Address

Residing in my vicinity on or near ____________________________________
Street or Locality

is a nuisance by reason of:

1. Vicious disposition. State facts here: _______________________________________

2. Excessive Barking. State facts here: _______________________________________

3. Other disturbance. State facts here: _______________________________________

4. Source of annoyance to a sick person residing in the vicinity. State facts here:

This complaint is made under the pains and penalties of perjury.

Complainant’s signature: ________________________________
Complainant’s Address: _________________________________
Complainant’s Phone: _________________________________